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Recommended LOW-TECH Lab Supplies and Low-Tech 
Paradigm Labs for the Mechanics Portion of a Modeling Physics 
Course (updated Feb. 10, 2023) 

 
 [This document originated from Rex Rice, Modeling Workshop leader since 1997. Other 
modelers have updated it. Jane Jackson and Melissa Girmscheid revised it in January 2023.] 
 
LOW-TECH LAB SUPPLIES & LOW-COST BUILD-IT-YOURSELF LAB 
EQUIPMENT 
Here are suggested LOW-TECH lab supplies/apparatus for Modeling Instruction in mechanics. 
Most items can be scrounged, bought from Home Depot, Lowes, or a hardware store, or bought 
cheaply from a scientific supply company. 
 
First, let's put things into perspective. Modeling can be done low-tech.  Dr. Ibrahim Halloun has 
taught Modeling Instruction to many high school teachers in Lebanon, and NONE of them used 
classroom technology (they couldn't afford it). Yet their students' FCI posttest scores were high; 
they were comparable to American students in Modeling Instruction courses.  On page 167 of 
Ibrahim Halloun's reference book, MODELING THEORY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION (Kluwer 
Academic Publishers, 2004; ISBN: 1-4020-2139-9 (HB); ISBN: 1-4020-2140-2 (e-book)), he 
wrote: "... until appropriate modeling software and related tools are developed, the use of modern 
technology in modeling instruction may increase the breadth, but not so much the depth, of 
covered content in science courses. Thus, and as our experience actually shows in the current 
state of things, schools that cannot afford such technology do not necessarily suffer a significant 
handicap."  
 
Lab groups of 3 students are best, but classroom furniture can dictate groups of 4 students. 
 
The most important costly lab items are DYNAMICS CARTS. You'll want a minimum of 8 of 
these for a class of 32 students. Vernier Science Education and Pasco Scientific sell them. Get 8 
plunger carts; after that, get collision carts. (If you can't afford them, any dynamics carts will 
suffice. (Air tracks will work, of course, but you start to lose the connection with real-life 
situations; concrete-minded students think of them as abstract.) 
 
Vernier and Pasco make dynamics cart TRACKS. Or make your own, as Malcolm Wells did (but 
it’s very time-consuming!): plans and pictures: http://modeling.asu.edu/Projects-Resources.html.  
 
For extremely low budgets, forget tracks; tilt the table a bit and prop a meter stick on the table to 
guide the cart. 
 
For a class of 32 students (four per lab station) here's LOW COST & NO TECHNOLOGY 
supplies that you need, eight each in most cases: 
• WHITEBOARDS. 24” x 32”. From Home Depot or Loews.  Kitchen-bath tileboard in large 

sheets: 6 whiteboards/sheet. They’ll usually cut them for teachers, for free. Buy plenty!  See 
article about them at http://modeling.asu.edu/Projects-Resources.html. 
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• DRY-ERASE MARKERS. Black, red, and blue work best. Green is hard to see. (Use rags to 
erase.) 

• MASKING TAPE. 
• STOPWATCHES.  A modeler wrote: “We get the cheap wristwatches that have the 

stopwatch function.  The men’s styles have larger numbers. Then we cut off one strap so it 
doesn't fit on a kid's wrist. They use the stopwatch in class but put them back at the end of 
the period--who wants a busted band watch anyway?  It sure stopped the stopwatches from 
growing legs and walking away.”   

• And/or an online metronome (and speakers) set to 30bpm: “If students mark position at 
every tick of the metronome, time is the independent variable and position is the 
independent variable. If students mark positions on the floor and use a stopwatch, 
position is the independent variable, etc.”  

•  “An app called SECONDS COUNT is a free video stopwatch, good for quick video 
analysis of timing.”  

• “On a Chromebook or laptop, students can use a free video analysis program at 
noragulfa.com/sigmund .” 

• MASSES. Slotted are fine, from a scientific supply company.  Or buy 1/2" I.D. "cut washers" 
from a hardware store. Hanging mass sets are useful. 

• PULLEYS & CORD or STRING. 
• SPRING SCALES, preferably calibrated in Newtons, from a scientific supply company.  

Some say that 5 N maximum is best; 20 N will work.  
• SPRINGS, with 2 different force constants (20 to 40 N/m). Order springs from a scientific 

supply company; those from a hardware store won't work well for the experiment. 
• STEEL BALLS (1" diameter work fine) from a scientific supply company.  
• METAL RAILS. You can make these from U-channel (extruded aluminum, 6' long) from 

Home Depot, or shelf bracket material (what you put the brackets into), again from Home 
Depot. Or use 2 long lab rods, side-by-side. 

• BATTERY POWERED CARS (constant speed). Flip-over dune buggies/tumblebuggies (or 
something similar) go at the right speed and they last 3 or 4 years, with care. Google it, for 
lowest prices. Lowest price in summer 2022 was at  

            http://www.zerotoys.com/Tumble-Buggy-p/tumblebuggy.htm .   
(Note: the same buggy is sold by Arbor Scientific for a higher price.) 

• It's a good idea to have a couple of other types of cars that go at different speeds (and/or you 
can replace one of the batteries in some cars with a dead battery or metal (or wooden) rod so 
that the speed of the car is cut in half). Consider toy cars at Walmart, Dollar General, etc. Or 
use bowling balls. A modeler wrote, "I got good results using an old bowling ball as my 
constant velocity source. Our local bowling alley throws out old balls from time to time. I 
had a student bring one in, and it worked as well or better than the cars because it would roll 
as slow as you wanted it to." A modeler solved the noise problem by using a water-filled 
basketball instead. If you have nothing else, roll a 1” steel ball on a level surface. 

 
Optional: AIR PUCK: 
For the inertia demo in Unit 4: instead of the dry ice block, consider a little battery-operated 
circular hovercar (air puck) with a foam bumper rim, that you can buy at Walmart, Target, 
Kmart, Amazon, Arbor Scientific.  A modeler wrote: "My school has a long hallway parallel to 
the length of our fieldhouse, so my physics students and I had a little contest to see who could 
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get the air puck farthest down the hallway without hitting the wall.  Given my previous 
experience with dry ice blocks and their CO2 cushion, I think it's safe to say there's no way we'd 
have gotten a dry ice block anywhere near that far (in excess of 50 m).  And we didn't have to 
worry about freezing our hands!  It is a little noisy, but on a scale of 10, with jet engines being 
10, freshman algebra during last period of the day being 8, and a typical air track source being 6, 
I'd say my puck is about 3."  
 
HUMAN DYNAMICS CART is optional, if you can afford it. 
Pull-Buoy In-Line Wheel Turbo Scooters, 16 Inches, Set of 6 (at www.schoolspecialty.com . 
google it). In 2023, the cost is $360, includes free shipping. 
  
HOMEMADE LAB EQUIPMENT IN MECHANICS: 
• Rex Rice’s low-cost, build-it-yourself physics lab equipment designs, and his labs, are in 

pdf at the SLAPT website: http://www.slapt.org/resources/index.html .  For mechanics, these 
include constant velocity apparatus (BB-in-tube), constant acceleration apparatus (wheel & 
axle), human dynamics cart, hovercraft (2 pdfs); circular motion device (for Unit 7). They are 
also in the “physics resources” folder in the physics curriculum section of the members-only 
AMTA website. 

• Pdfs on more homemade labs in mechanics: http://modeling.asu.edu/Projects-
Resources.html 

 
BASIC PROBES for Units 8 and 9 (modeling energy storage & transfer processes; impulsive 
force particle model) are 2 force probes and 2 motion detectors for the entire class. For Unit 8 
and 9 activities, it is harder to have a low tech alternative because they involve finding integrals 
of force vs displacement and force vs time graphs to compare to changes in kinetic energy and 
momentum, respectively. The SLAPT website has a pdf on a suite of energy labs (Unit 8) at 
http://www.slapt.org/resources/index.html . 
 
Pdfs of technology for mechanics (2023) are at http://modeling.asu.edu/Projects-Resources.html  
 
SUGGESTED BASIC SOFTWARE:  Vernier Science Education’s Graphical Analysis includes 
free site license for all students in a school. (or similar software from Pasco, etc.) Consider 
upgrading to the Pro version for added features. 
    Vernier sells LoggerPro site licenses (which include students) for $299 in 2023, but their 
newest probes (in 2022) connect using Bluetooth via Graphical Analysis instead of requiring an 
interface (LabPro or LabQuest). Within 5 to 10 years, Vernier can no longer update LoggerPro. 
 
VIDEO ANALYSIS SOFTWARE:  LoggerPro is a great video analysis option, but, because it is 
software, only runs on PCs or Macs, not ChromeBooks or phones. Chromebook or tablet users 
should consider subscribing to Vernier Video Analysis: an annual subscription costs $225 in 
2022-23 (up from $150 in 2021-22).  
     Vernier e-mail newsletter subscription: www.vernier.com 
 ---------------------------------------------------- 
Older compilations on improved/alternative lab experiments, high-tech and low-tech, are at: 
http://modeling.asu.edu/listserv.html and http://modeling.asu.edu/listserv1.html 
A long compilation on interactive whiteboards (2008) is there too. 
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LOW-TECH PARADIGM LABS IN MECHANICS: 
Suggested LOW-TECH equipment/supplies for basic labs are listed below, for mechanics vs. 3. 
None of this is cast in stone.  This list is to show you what works in a LOW-TECH classroom 
with eight lab workstations. 
 
Several labs have been improved by modelers, but most are high-tech. (High-tech improvements 
for labs in Units 6,7, 8, and 9 are in the “physics resources” folder on the AMTA members-only 
website.) Download improved labs in Units 7 and 8 at http://modeling.asu.edu/listserv1.html 
UNIT 1: SCIENTIFIC METHODS (underpinnings, graphical skills for scientific modeling, 
including linearizing) 
Pendulum Lab (essential) 

3 masses for bobs (≈ same size and shape, different masses - you can use metal spheres or 
film canisters filled with "BBs".) 

string 
pendulum support and clamp (or equivalent) 
stop watches 
balance for mass measurement 
Graphical Analysis (optional – from Vernier. Or similar software. Best to do it by hand.)         

If this lab is performed as a teacher-directed demo, you can get by with one pendulum apparatus 
and have students do the timing. 
  
Or Spaghetti Bridge Lab (essential. From Rex Rice; adapted by Mark Schober.) 

uncooked long-strand spaghetti, thick and thin 
disposable plastic cups 
string 
unit masses: marbles, washers, or nuts 

 
SUITE OF LABS (optional, to give students experience in collecting data, and to preview future 
activities.) 
Inertial Balance Lab (linear graph, + y intercept)     

inertial balance 
stopwatch 
clamp for balance 

Dart Gun Lab  (inverse proportion)     
dart gun 
ring stand 
tape measure 
extension clamp 
rubber stoppers 

Swinging spheres lab (or ball and ramp lab) (square-root relation)     
coat hanger pendulums 
drilled ball 
ring stands 
carbon paper 

 
UNIT 2: CONSTANT VELOCITY (descriptive particle model) 
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Battery powered vehicle lab      
8 or 16 battery powered cars (fast & slow; e.g., flip-over dune buggies) 
stopwatches or metronome 
meter sticks or tape measures 
masking tape 
video analysis software such as Vernier Video Analysis (optional) 

 
UNIT 3: CONSTANT ACCELERATION (descriptive particle model) 
There are two low-tech ways to do this lab. 
• Allow a cart to roll down an inclined Vernier or PASCO track, film this, and use Video 
Analysis tools to analyze the position-time behavior (by marking the position of the object every 
few frames). 
• Allow a wheel and axle made from a 4-inch hole saw cut-out, dowel, and golf tees to roll down 
a pair of inclined rails made from two lengths of electrical conduit. The reduced speed of the 
wheel- and-axle apparatus allows for up to 25 seconds of hand-collected data. 
(The wheel and axle apparatus is described in Appendix 1 of the Unit 3 Teacher Notes. Rex Rice 
invented it; it’s at the SLAPT website & at Mark Schober’s website: 
https://www.modelingscience.org/equipment ) 
 
UNIT 4: FREE PARTICLE (free particle causal particle model) 
There are at least 4 low-tech ways to experience/show inertia. 
• Bowling ball experiment. For each lab group: 
bowling ball (as heavy as possible) Let your local bowling alley know that you are interested, 
and they will set aside balls that they are retiring. 
broom – a stitched corn broom 
Basketball court, or arena set up in classroom 
Rex Rice’s worksheet is at http://www.slapt.org/resources/index.html . 
• block of dry ice (2 lbs in a cooler will usually last a whole day) 
• Air puck (see list of supplies, on page 2), on a long table or clean tile floor  

can of compressed air 
• homemade hovercraft (directions to make are in the physics resources folder on the AMTA 

members-only website) 
 

Gravitational force law lab      
8 spring scales (calibrated in newtons) 
8 mass sets 
8 mass hangers 
8 ring stands with supports 
8 hook collars (or means to hang spring scales) 

Newton's 3rd Law activities        
spring scales (optional: 2 force probes with bumpers; data analysis software like 
Graphical Analysis 
platform or bathroom scales 
heavy twine 
skateboard 
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David Braunschweig wrote: " I find that using force probes is much more convincing than spring 
scales for many reasons.   It is also good to involve students pushing on one another.” 
Jeff Steinert and Rex Rice developed extensive Newton’s 3rd Law suites. They are available at 
the AMTA members-only website (resources folder in physics). 
 
 
UNIT 5: NET FORCE (constant acceleration causal particle model) 
Pre-lab observation/common experience:  

Human Dynamics Cart, rolling chair or cart  
heavy-duty spring scale  
stopwatch 

 
Modified Atwood's Machine Lab    

8 dynamics carts & tracks (or wheeled carts & wood ramps) 
large mass sets (sufficient masses to increase mass by 200g increments: 0.2kg to 0.5 kg) 
slotted masses with hangers (or 10 to 50 gram hooked masses) 
spring scales (newtons) 
table clamps 
rod-mounted pulleys 
pulley string 
balances (to measure mass) 
 

Friction Lab 
friction blocks  
force scales 
mass sets / weights 
various surfaces – paper, plastic, mousepads Meterstick & stopwatch 
angled ramp and protractor 

 
 
UNIT 6: MOTION IN 2 DIMENSIONS (combining constant velocity and constant 
acceleration descriptive models) 
Video analysis of projectile     

Use a sample movie found on the web, such as a basketball shot.  
David Braunschweig wrote: "All lab groups could make their own projectile movies. With the 
Vernier Logger Pro Video Analysis site license, they could do all the analysis at home." 
 
Projectile trajectory prediction         

projectile launchers (Pasco) 
stopwatches  
C-clamps 
steel balls 
meter sticks 
targets 
carbon paper 
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UNIT 7: CENTRAL NET FORCE (constant central force particle model) 
The circular motion lab uses the “whirling stopper on a string” set-up. Results are poor. 

stopwatch 
meter stick 
balance 
spring scale (attached to the string) 
orbiting masses - (number 5 or 6 stoppers) 

 
If you have a force sensor and Graphical Analysis, a better alternative is the centripetal force 
apparatus sold by Vernier or Pasco. The class can share a single piece of equipment to collect 
data that each lab group can analyze. 

A third alternative is to use the much less expensive apparatus designed by Rex Rice. An 
equipment list and IKEA-type directions to build the apparatus is in the physics resources folder 
and at the SLAPT website.  You need a force sensor and Graphical Analysis software. 
 
Unit 8: ENERGY (process models on mechanical energy storage and transfer) 
Springs lab      

springs, 2 different force constants 
mass hangers 
mass sets 
rulers 

 
Energy Transfer Lab (PE vs. KE lab)  
You need a motion detector for this. 

springs (low k, with a known value - PASCO dynamics springs work well or PASCO’s 
cart launcher or Vernier’s hoop spring or a homemade hoop spring (described in the teacher 
notes: see also the SLAPT website.) 

dynamics track and low friction cart 
additional lab masses 
motion detector (or photogate) 
Graphical Analysis  

 
Alternate setups: 
     Use a dynamics spring attached to the cart attached to a string as a means of stretching the 
spring before releasing the cart (left). 
     Use PASCO’s cart launcher.  
 
A low-tech option (not described in mechanics vs. 3)   

coat hanger projectile launchers 
PVC stops 
drilled balls--various masses 
carbon paper 
rulers 
meter sticks 
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Unit 9: MOMENTUM (modeling impulsive forces; conservation of momentum) 
   No additional needs. 

dynamics track 
two dynamics carts, one with a plunger  
extra cart masses 
two photogates (or two motion detectors …) 

 
Alternative paradigm lab :  Mark Schober's post from 2003, in the Modeling listserv archives, 
http://modeling.asu.edu/listserv/U9_ImpulseParadgmLab03.pdf , describes a method to measure 
the ratio of the velocities using an old PSSC trick from the days before photogates and motion 
detectors.  He also describes how to analyze the results to derive the law of conservation of 
momentum, with students finding for themselves that this quantity "mv" is significant before a 
name is attached.   
      


